


“Only two things are infinite, the universe and human stupidity, 

and I’m not sure about the former.” 

- Albert Einstein

It is almost 2020 and half the world’s population still 

live under threat of starvation. The rainforests are being 

mowed down, ecosystems ravaged, and coral reefs are 

dying across the planet. The earth is getting hotter and 

everyday brings a new list of those plants and animals lost 

forever to the ravages of man-made extinctions. Out in the 

oceans, millions of tons of our plastic detritus are clumping 

together into vast drifting islands of toxic rubbish.

Meanwhile, the unholy twins of organised religion and 

politics grip ever tighter on the minds of children and 

adults alike, and the screaming vanguard of the anti-

science movement – the creationists, anti-vaxxers, flat-

earthers, and climate change deniers – clamour ever 

louder for their claim to ultimate truth. When schoolyard 

bullies pose as world leaders, holding the world to ransom 

with weapons capable of destroying all life on earth on a 

whim, then what hope does reason and sense have any 

more? In a world gone mad, “Holy Crap” seems the only 

sane response. And the only one worth mustering.

I began drawing at a very young age as a way to escape 

the reality of my existence. I grew up in an environment 

hostile to the very idea of freedom of speech or universal 

human rights. We were controlled by an authoritarian 

state, whose total power was reinforced by the henchmen 

of school and church. Failure to comply and conform 

was met with the very real threat of social and economic 

isolation and the promise of eternal damnation, both here 

and in the hereafter. 

By carefully crafting my own little private universe, I found 

that I had not only created a mental and psychological 

escape for myself and a new way to see and understand 

the world but that I also had the ability to do this for 

others. Lashed to the yoke of a despairing, relentless 

reality, humour lubricates the passage of one day into the 

next and makes things just a little more bearable.

“Holy Crap” is the only mantra that brings me any solace. 

It’s really all we can say.

- Frank van Reenen, 2018



Those dancing edible buildings
Archival print on art paper | 89 x 113.5 cm | R 18 400 (Framed)



The Pirate’s wife  
Mixed media on canvas | 59.5 x 42 cm | R 25 300



Psychotic percussionist  
Mixed media on canvas | 120 x 90 cm | R 40 250



Pretend Pretend I  
Mixed media on canvas | 70 x 92.5 cm | R 36 800





Untitled  
Mixed media on canvas | 90 x 120 cm | R 43 700



Tourist number 0027 
Enamel on polyurethane | 25 x 11 x 10.5 cm | Limited edition of 30 | R 3 450

Front Back



Holy Crap 
Enamel wash and polyurethane | 12 x 11 x 11 cm | R 3 170

Front Back



I am the Ostrich 
Enamel on polyurethane  | 12.5 x 15 x 15 cm | R 4 320

BackFront





Pretend Pretend II 
Enamel on polyurethane | 22.5 x 19 x 19 cm | Limited edition of 30 | R 6 350

Front Back



Love Knot 
Enamel on acrylic and steel on Ceasar stone base | 44 x 39 x 39 cm | AP | R 36 800

Front Back





Leg up to heaven  
Enamel on acryic | 66 x 37 x 30 cm | AP | R 25 300

Front Back



Windhond  
Enamel on polyurethane | Edition 2 of 6 | 54 x 68 x 60 cm | R 54 050

Front Back





Any Given Sunday  
Enamel on polyurethane | 26 x 20 x 20 cm | Limited edition of 30 | R 6 350

Front Back





Cloud  
Enamel on wood | 89 x 37 x 56 cm | R 36 800

Front Back



No man’s an Island except for this guy
22 carat Gold leaf on epoxy and Carbon fibre, steel wood and enamel paint | 225 x 160 x 125 cm | R 396 750

Side Back
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